GBCI Continuing Education:
The following sessions can be self-reported for GBCI Continuing Education Units (for
your LEED Credentials) using the following language. To self-report, log-in to your
USGBC account, go to Credentials, and then click “Overview” on the tab to the left of
the page. Then click “Report CE Hours.” Click on “Education” and then copy and paste
the details below:
Buildings as Material Banks
ID: N/A
Title: Buildings as Material Banks: Keynote by Dr. Elma Durmišević
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 29
Description:
For those that follow Industry happenings internationally you have likely heard about
Project BAMB (Buildings as Material Banks). Partners from 7 countries in the EU
started this venture in 2015, with the mission of "enabling a systemic shift in the building
sector by creating circular solutions." Build Reuse is excited to bring Dr. Elma
Durmišević whom heads the EU BAMB research group Reversible Buildings at
University of Twente (2015-2019). Durmišević will be coming to speak about BAMB
and the work she is involved with.
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No
CE Hours: 0.5
Bulldozer: Demolition and Clearance of the Postwar Landscape
ID: N/A
Title: Bulldozer: Demolition and Clearance of the Postwar Landscape: Keynote by
Francesca Russello Ammo
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 28
Description:
Francesca Russello Ammon is Associate Professor of City & Regional Planning and
Historic Preservation at the University of Pennsylvania’s Stuart Weitzman School of
Design. She is a cultural historian of urban planning and the built environment. Her
research focuses on the social, material, and cultural life of North American cities, from
World War II to the present. She is particularly interested in the history of urban
revitalization, with an emphasis on urban renewal; the dynamic relationship between
cities and nature; public history as a tool for community-based research and
engagement; and the ways that visual culture has shaped understanding of what cities
are, have been, and should be. Ammon is the author of Bulldozer: Demolition and
Clearance of the Postwar Landscape (Yale University Press, 2016), winner of the 2017

Lewis Mumford Prize for the best book on American city and regional planning history.
In her current research, she is studying the relationships between urban renewal and
historic preservation in the cities of Philadelphia and Montreal.
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No
CE Hours: 1.0
Heritage and Waste – Defining a Research Agenda
ID: N/A
Title: Heritage and Waste- Defining a Research Agenda: Presentation by Susan Ross
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 28
Description:
Recent attention to deconstruction, salvage and reuse in historic preservation research
that illuminates the relationship between heritage and waste, suggest the need for a
more integrated research agenda. This includes research needed to understand and
document deconstruction histories, to address barriers to salvage in conservation
frameworks, and to enhance the impacts of all types of building and materials reuse.
This session is intended as a check in with the “decon & reuse” sector to ensure these
enquiries lead to useful answers, including relevant project and policy strategies for
diverse practical contexts. It builds on the October 2018 symposium 'Heritage in
Reverse: Material Values, Waste and Deconstruction' held at Carleton University in
Ottawa, which included a panel of recent BMRA graduate student presenters.
Join us at DRC19 with Susan Ross, Architect (OAQ) and Associate Professor, Carleton
University (Ottawa, Canada)
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No
CE Hours: 1.0
Nurturing Salvage from Commercial Deconstruction
ID: N/A
Title: Nurturing Salvage from Commercial Deconstruction: Amanda Kaminsky, Lauren
Sparandara
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 29
Description:
Google and Building Product Ecosystems will discuss current attempts to increase the
salvage of reusable material resources from commercial buildings in the Bay Area and
beyond. Please join Lauren Sparandara, Sustainability Manager, Google and Amanda
Kaminsky, Founder + Principal, Building Product Ecosystems to discuss commercial
salvage drivers, challenges encountered, strategies being learned, and useful resources
available to streamline collective implementation as we evolve toward increasingly
restorative, circular design and construction frameworks.
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No

CE Hours: 1.0
Deconstruction in Portland: Lessons Learned from the Field
ID: N/A
Title: Deconstruction in Portland: Lessons Learned from the Field: Shawn Wood, Jackie
Kirouac-Fram
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 29
Description:
For twenty years, the ReBuilding Center in Portland, Oregon, pioneered deconstruction
and honed the art and science of taking buildings apart piece by piece, salvaging useful
parts for reuse. With the assistance and support of the ReBuilding Center, the City of
Portland passed an ordinance in 2016 mandating deconstruction of all residential
buildings built during or prior to 1916, with the goal of widespread adoption of
deconstruction as environmentally superior to mechanical demolition. Three years later,
the ReBuilding Center closed its Deconstruction Services, exiting a sector that is now
well-serviced by several for-profit firms that emerged in the years following the
ordinance and the market it created. If your organization or municipality is considering
advocating an ordinance mandating or supporting deconstruction in your region, this
session will present you with some lessons learned from our efforts in Portland. We'll
talk about what worked and what we could have done better, and share some insights
from both the city and the nonprofit perspective.
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No
CE Hours: 1.0
Deconstruction & Reuse Crosswalk to LEED Materials & TRUE Waste
ID: N/A
Title: Connecting TRUE Waste to Deconstruction & Reuse in Buildings and Operations:
Kathleen A. Hrabovsky
Provider: Build Reuse
When: October 29
Description: Join us for an introduction to the LEED v4 and v4.1 Materials and
Resources Credits that directly relate to the Deconstruction & Reuse movement and
how a focus on TRUE Zero Waste can propel the Deconstruction & Reuse movement to
the forefront in the design, demolition, construction and building operations phases of
the building industry.
URL: https://buildreuse.org/conference/
LEED-Specific: No
CE Hours: 1.0

